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Sectricity Launches Hacker Detec on Kit for SMEs 

 

Merelbeke, April 27, 2023 - Sectricity, a leading cybersecurity company, today announces the launch 
of their Hacker Detec on Kit for SMEs. With the kit, SMEs can detect hackers who have penetrated 
their company network despite the exis ng cybersecurity. 

"With the increasing threat of cybercrime, it is crucial that companies of all sizes take their security 
seriously," says Yves Van Tongerloo, managing director of Sectricity. "Our hacker detec on is an 
excellent way to improve the security of SMEs thanks to this extra layer of protec on against cyber 
threats from within. A er all, most companies do not realize when there are hackers in their 
network." 

The kit can be easily installed and runs in the background without any addi onal ac ons from the end 
user. When the hacker detec on detects hackers, it immediately sends an alert so that companies can 
take quick ac on to prevent further damage. Sectricity can help with this. 

"One of the main advantages of our hacker detec on is the real- me monitoring and alerts," adds 
Van Tongerloo. "Companies can now detect cybera acks in just one second, as opposed to the 
average 9.4 months it takes to discover that their business has been hacked." 

The hacker detec on kit offers a cost-effec ve solu on for SMEs that want to strengthen their 
internal network security. It offers comprehensive security coverage at a frac on of the cost 
associated with hiring a full- me security team or outsourcing the security needs. A trial version of 14 
days can be requested via the contact form on the sectricity.com website. 

About Sectricity 

Sectricity is a leading cybersecurity company that helps businesses of all sizes protect themselves 
from hackers. The company offers a wide range of proac ve security services, including hacker 
detec on, ethical hacking and security awareness. Sectricity is located in Merelbeke and serves 
customers with headquarters in Western Europe.  
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